
Illustration
(quick history)



• The pictographs of early 
humans,

• and the hieroglyphics of 
such early civilizations 
as the Egyptian, 

• contain the roots of both 

• illustration and text.



• Egyptian papyrus



• Aristotle referred to illustrations, now lost, 
accompanying his biological writings.



• illustration of literary texts such as the Iliad 
and the Odyssey.



Literary illustration was also being produced in 
China beginning about the 5th century bc.



Artists in medieval Europe illustrated texts 
with paintings in the form of miniatures, 
pictorially embellished initial letters, or 
marginal decorations



In the Islamic 
world, Persian and 
Mughal artists 
illustrated works of 
poetry and history 
with delicate, 
jewellike paintings.





Illustrare= enlighten

Duplicate illustrations, like duplicate manuscripts, 
could be produced only through copying by hand.



• Medieval books were most often made of parchment, 
which had replaced papyrus about ad 300; but by the 
late Middle Ages paper had come into use. 

• the skin of sheep, goats, etc., prepared for use as 
a material on which to write.





• The first illustrated book with a text printed 
from movable type was probably Ulrich 
Boner's Edelstein, printed by Albrecht Pfister 
in Bamberg, Germany, in 1461





• Albrecht Dürer- woodcuts



illustrations to be printed along with the text: The need for 
greater detail in illustrations led to the development of 
techniques for engraving and etching metal plates, usually 
copper.



Dance of Death (1538) illustrated by Hans Holbein



he mezzotint, a refined form of copperplate engraving 
capable of reproducing subtle gradations of light and 
shadow, was developed in the 18th century, as was the 
aquatint, by which the effect of watercolor painting could 
be simulated. 





At the end of the 18th century lithography was invented, 
providing the artist with greater fluidity and scope in 
illustration technique; the possibilities were increased by 
the introduction, in the first half of the 19th century, of 
color lithography





• Rodolphe Töpffer of Geneva 
(1799-1846), schoolmaster, university 
professor, polemical journalist, art critic, 
landscape draftsman, and writer of 
fiction, travel tales, and social criticism, 
invented a new art form:





the comic strip, or "picture story," that is 
now the graphic novel. At first he resisted 
publishing what he called his "little follies." 
When he did, they became instantly popular, 
plagiarized, and imitated throughout Europe 
and the United States.



The illustration of topographical, architectural, and 
botanical works also proliferated in the 19th century.



Artists who produced important book illustration in 
France during the 19th century included Eugène 
Delacroix, Honoré Daumier, Gustave Doré, 
Grandville (Jean Ignace Isidore Gérard), Gavarni 
(Sulpice Guillaume Chevalier), Édouard Manet, and 
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec. In Japan the tradition of 
colored woodcuts of everyday life was continued by 
such masters as Hokusai and Hiroshige.



Don Quixote 



Dore



Dali



Picasso



In the 20th century, the practice of illustrating 
adult fiction declined. Illustration of books for 
adults came to be confined principally to 
nonfiction, with emphasis on illustrations as 
learning tools, especially in textbooks and 
other reference books.

reality













Children Illustration
(comics)











Movies as visual novels



(new) media illustration





interactive









Art



manga







concept









game



future?







motion graphics







sketch + draw
(post - digital)







Parsons 
Parsons Illustra,on Department: h3p://www2.parsons.edu/illustra,on/index.html

Illustrator/designers combine personal 
expression with pictorial representation to 
convey ideas that range from social and 
political commentary to storytelling. 
Through both studio and course work, 
students learn to incorporate traditional 
media with digital technology. And with 
the Internet, newspapers, books, films, 
multimedia, and advertising in your reach, 
their work can reach millions.



Current event:  Through images, 
illustration shows us who we are by 
rendering how we perceive, interact with, 
and think about the world. But the 
medium is at a crossroads: the traditional 
forms of editorial illustration are losing 
their dominance, new vistas are rapidly 
opening up, and older avenues are being 
reinvented. 

http://www.parsons.newschool.edu/events/
event_detail.aspx?eID=732


